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Budget Review FY23
Budget Snapshot

 The Federal Government earlier today announced the Budget for the next fiscal year FY22,

with a total budgeted outlay of PKR 9.5trn (up 12% compared to the budgeted outlay of

FY22).

 Expenditure: The government has allocated PKR 8.7trn for current expenditure

(predominantly mark-up payments which are expected to be 29% YoY higher from FY22

target), and is up 26% YoY compared to FY22 revised estimates. Defense Budget is targeted

at PKR 1,523bn (+3% YoY). Subsidies to different sectors would be PKR 699bn, 54% YoY

lower than FY22’s revised estimate of PKR 1.5trn. Total National PSDP is budgeted at PKR

2.2trn of which the Federal PSDP is budgeted at PKR 727bn (32% YoY higher than the FY22

revised allocation of PKR 550bn).

 Revenue: Total Net Revenue receipts are expected at PKR 4.9trn (less provincial share) – a

jump of 29% YoY from FY22 revised estimates, contributed primarily by a 17% YoY jump in

FBR taxes which are budgeted at PKR 7.0trn. Non-tax Revenue is envisaged at PKR 2trn

which is 52% higher YoY.

 GDP: The government projects GDP growth for FY23 at 5% buoyed by all the sectors,

against GDP growth of 5.97% for the outgoing FY22. For FY23, govt. forecasts 3.9% growth

in agriculture, 7.1% growth in the industrial sector (where LSM growth is likely to be targeted

at 7.4% for FY23) and 5.1% growth in services vis-à-vis 4.4%, 7.2% and 6.2% last year,

respectively.

Exhibit: Budget Snapshot

PKRbn FY22B FY22R FY23B Change

Net Receipts 4,497 3,803 4,904 29%

FBR Taxes 5,829 6,000 7,004 17%

Direct Taxes 2,182 2,204 2,573 17%

Indirect Taxes 3,647 3,796 4,431 17%

Non-tax Revenue 2,080 1,315 2,000 52%

Provincial Share 3,412 3,512 4,100 17%

Total Expenditure 8,487 9,118 9,502 4%

Current Expenditure 7,523 8,516 8,694 2%

Mark-up Payment 3,060 3,144 3,950 26%

Domestic 2,757 2,770 3,439 24%

Foreign 303 373 511 37%

Defence 1,370 1,480 1,523 3%

PDSP 900 550 727 32%

Budget Deficit 3,420 4,633 3,798 -13%

Primary Deficit 360 1,489 (152) nm

% of GDP 

FBR Tax Revenue 8.7 9.0 9.0 

Non-tax Revenue 3.1 2.0 2.6 

Total Expenditure 12.7 13.6 12.2 

Current Expenditure 11.2 12.7 11.1 

Budget Deficit 5.1 6.9 4.9 

Primary Deficit 0.5 2.2 (0.2)

Other Key Economic Indicators

GDP (PKR Trn) 66.9 78.3 17%

GDP Growth 6.0% 5.0% -1%

Imports ($ bn) 76.0 70.0 -8%

Exports ($ bn) 31.3 35.0 12%

Remittances ($ bn) 31.1 33.2 7%

Current Account Deficit (% of GDP) 4.1 2.2 (1.9)

Source (s): MoF, AHL Research 
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Budget Review FY23
Budget Snapshot

 Fiscal Deficit: The fiscal deficit is budgeted at PKR 3.8trn, which forms 4.9% of GDP as

compared to 6.9% (based on revised GDP) for FY22 revised estimates. The government

aims to finance the budget majorly through domestic financing of PKR 2.8trn (+14% higher

than FY22’s budgeted number) while net external loans are budgeted to be PKR 1.67trn

(+33% higher than FY22’s budgeted number). Bulk of the domestic financing is expected

from Bank financing which is budgeted at PKR 2.96trn (+22% higher YoY from FY22’s

budgeted PKR 2.4trn). Mark-up payments are budgeted to be 24% higher next year on

domestic loans while external loan mark-up payments are expected to be 37% higher YoY.

 Social Relief: Gov’t has announced some relief measures for lower income strata which

includes (but not limited to): Increase in allocation of BISP from PKR 250bn to PKR 360bn,

subsidy allocation of PKR 12bn for utility stores corporation, addition PKR 5bn kept for

Ramzan package, 9 million additional families to be added to eligibility for Benazir Kafalat

cash Transfer, allocated PKR 266bn, Benazir Educational Grants Program extended to 10

million additional children, etc.

 Current Account: The government projects current account deficit for FY23 which would be

2.2% of the GDP.
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Budget Review FY23
Relief Measures

1. Taxable salary threshold increased from PKR 600,000 to PKR 1,200,000.

2. Tax on behbood saving certificates to be reduced from 10% to 5%.

3. BISP to give relief to 90 lakh families whereby PKR 266bn has been set aside. PKR 35bn to be allotted for Benazir education program. 10,000 students to be given

scholarships under the Benazir undergraduate program worth PKR 9bn.

4. Current budget for higher education commission (HEC) to be set at PKR 65bn. Another PKR 44bn set aside for development scheme of the HEC.

5. 100% adjustment allowed in depreciation for industries in the first year of business.

6. Taxes collected during import stage to be made admissible for industries.

7. PKR 21bn allocated for improving livestock and agriculture growth.

8. All claims of exporters to be immediately released.

9. Import of solar panels and local production will be exempted from tax. Residents consuming electricity of under 200 units to be given subsidized financing for solar

panels.

10. Sales tax on tractors to be removed.

11. Salaries of government employees to be increased by 10%.

12. Machinery and equipment imported for use in films and dramas to be exempted from CD for a period of 5 years. Moreover, sales tax and entertainment duties levied on

films and dramas to be removed. Export of films and drama’s to be given a tax rebate for 10 years. Distributors and producers of films and drama’s to no longer pay 8%

WHT. Furthermore, new film makers, cinema houses and production houses shall be given 5 year tax holiday. Binding film finance fund to be set up (PKR 1bn).

Moreover, medical insurance policy for artists to be initiated.

13. Youth employment policy to generate an additional 2mn jobs for young people. Moreover, loans worth PKR 0.5mn to be given without interest to the youth for

businesses. While PKR 25mn to be given on subsidized financing.

14. “Green Youth Movement” to be launched whereby free laptops shall be distributed on merit basis. Moreover, laptops will be given on installments and 250 mini sports

stadiums to be constructed.
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Budget Review FY23
Relief Measures

Custom Duty:

1. CD to removed from agricultural machinery.

2. CD, ACD and RD on 400 lines related to manufacturing sector to be rationalized.

3. Duties on import of synthetic yarn to be rationalized.

4. CD to be removed on 30 active pharmaceutical ingredients.

5. Industries manufacturing first aid bandages will no longer be subjected to CD.

Development measures:

1. PKR 20bn set aside for the K4 project.

2. On CPEC route, 9 special economic zones to be made, in which Chinese and other countries will be encouraged to setup factories. Economic zones in Rashakai in

KPK, Lahore in Punjab, and Dhabeji in Sindh to be given electricity and gas on top priority.

3. PKR 17bn allotted to encourage IT exports.
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Budget Review FY23
Revenue Measures

1. Tax levied on banks has been increased from 39% to 42%. This includes super tax.

2. Companies and AOPs that generate a bottom-line of over PKR 300mn will be subjected to a 2% additional tax.

3. Immovable property worth over PKR 25mn will now be subjected to 20% tax on deemed rental income that is 1% of the fair market value.

4. Capital gain tax to be levied on immovable properties in the first year of holding period at 15%. This will be reduced by 2.5% per annum over the next six years.

5. Advance income tax on buying and selling of property to be increased from 1% to 2% for filers and to 5% for non filers.

6. For 1,600cc cars, advance tax to be increased.

7. Advance tax on electric vehicles to be levied at 2%. Tax applicable on non filers to be increased by 100% to 200%.

8. Advance withholding tax to the tune of 1% for filers and 2% for non filers to be levied on credit, debit and prepaid cards used to send money out of Pakistan. This shall

be adjustable against tax payable.

9. Track and trace system to be introduced on cigarette manufacturers and taxes increased to raise revenue of PKR 200bn (previously PKR 150bn).
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Budget Review FY23
Overall Take - Neutral

Stock markets provide a remarkable platform to businesses for spending and investment, both

local as well as foreign. It allows companies to raise the necessary finance to cultivate business

ideas and grow in a safe and regulated environment. Albeit, the government has tough goals to

meet, including the mammoth revenue collection target and hiked the CGT on stocks to 15%

from the prevailing 12.5%. Going forward, it will be reduced by 2.5% per annum over the next

six years to 0%. Although the government has increased it for the current year, we believe

reduction in the following years will be welcomed by the market.

We also highlight that all sorts of tax credits have been removed including those on mutual

funds, pension funds, charities etc. This was a major motivator to invest in such funds.

However, equities are set to benefit from tougher scrutiny of other asset classes. Real estate,

historically considered one of the best asset classes in the country, will now aggressively be

brought under the tax net by virtue of i. 5% advance tax (for non filers) and 2% (for filers) as

opposed to 1% previously on buying and selling of property, ii. CGT of 15% to be levied on

immovable properties in the first year of holding period and reduced by 2.5% per annum over

the next six years, and iii. tax on deemed rental income for immovable property worth over PKR

25mn i.e. 20%. Therefore, equities will be the preferred asset class.
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Budget Review FY23
Overall Take - Neutral

From the sectoral perspective, the budget will garner a mixed reaction. First off, all corporates

earning more than PKR 300mn will be subjected to a 2% tax, which will hit all major sectors. In

particular, the budget will be negative for the heavy-weight banking sector which will face the

brunt of augmented taxes (from 39% to 42%). Whereas banks will also pay an additional 2% tax

for earnings over PKR 300mn. Moreover, taxable income attributed to investment in federal

government securities shall also be taxed now b/w 49% - 55%. In addition, the automobile

sector may witness some decline in volumes as higher advance tax on +1,600cc and electric

vehicles, in the backdrop of already rising car prices will further slash demand. Additionally,

higher target for PDL at PKR 750bn will result in higher fuel costs (+PKR 30/liter), hence

wearing down the demand for petrol and diesel, and eroding topline of OMCs. We also highlight

that GST on fertilizer has been increased from the prevailing 2% to 10%, and will lead to an

increase in price of urea and DAP, which will be passed on, we view. Moreover, higher input tax

on natural gas and phosphoric acid to 10% vs. 5% previously will have a neutral impact, as it

will be adjusted against the output tax. Moreover, the power sector subsidy has been increased

to PKR 570bn for FY23 from revised target of PKR 596bn for FY22, neutral for the sector.

Albeit, some positive developments have also been made. Federal PSDP has been increased

from PKR 550bn to PKR 727bn, whereas allocation for provinces has also been augmented,

therefore taking the overall PSDP (National) to a mammoth PKR 2.2trn vis-à-vis PKR 2.1trn last

year (revised down to PKR 1.8trn). This seems positive for public sector led demand for cement

and steel sectors. While a slight relaxation of import duty on coal from 2% to 1% is also positive

for the cement sector.

Exhibit: Budget Impact on Different Sectors

Sector Impact

Market Neutral

Banks Negative 

Cement Neutral to positive

Fertilizer Neutral 

Power Neutral 

Autos Negative 

Textile Positive

Steel Neutral to positive

Chemicals Negative

Gas utilities / E&P Positive

Entertainment Positive

Source: AHL Research 
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Budget Review FY23
Overall Take - Neutral

Textile sector is set to benefit from clearance of over due receivables as well as rationalized

duty on synthetic yarn import, with the latter being a negative for the chemical sector that

manufactures the same. Entertainment business will benefit from many duty concessions on

import of machinery and equipment for use in films and dramas and exemption from 8% WHT

for distributors and producers, while exports of content will be offered rebates. Finally, gas

utilities and the E&P sector will benefit from augmented gas prices going forward.
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Budget Review FY23
Overall Take - Neutral

 Banks (Negative): Taxes on the banking sector have been raised from the prevailing 39% to

42%. In addition, companies that generate over PKR 300mn in earnings will be subjected to an

additional 2% tax. This is expected to erode the bottom-line of banks by 10% on average.

Moreover, taxable income attributed to investment in federal government securities shall be

taxed as follows i. 55% if ADR is up to 40%, ii. 49% if ADR falls in the 40-50% bracket, and iii. At

the rates provided in division ii of part i of the first schedule if ADR exceeds 50%; as on last day

of the tax year.

 Cements and steel (Neutral): PSDP allocation for the current year is budgeted at PKR 727bn

against PKR 900bn last year. We do highlight that FY22’s revised PSDP has been slashed to

PKR 550bn and hence, the new target compares favourably to this. Moreover, allocation for

heads that generate cyclical demand (cement and steel), has been increased compared to last

year; for instance, PKR 118.4bn has been allotted for the National Highway Authority vs. PKR

113.8bn in FY22B, and PKR 32.6bn has been set aside for the Railways division against PKR

30.0bn last year. Whereas allocation for provinces has also been augmented to PKR 1.5trn

compared to PKR 1.3trn in FY22B, therefore taking the overall PSDP (National) to a mammoth

PKR 2.2trn vis-à-vis PKR 2.1trn last year (revised down to PKR 1.8trn). While this appears

encouraging for public sector led demand, historically the PSDP target has hardly been met.

Moreover, PKR 20bn has been set aside for the K4 project in Karachi, while allocation has also

been prioritized for large dams like Diamer Bhasha, Mohmand, Nai Gaj and Fifth Extension of

Tarbella, which should propel cement and steel demand. Furthermore, import duty on coal has

been reduced from 2% to 1%, which will be positive for the cement sector. On the flipside,

augmented taxes on property and real estate could lead to a slowdown in construction demand.
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Budget Review FY23
Overall Take - Neutral

 Textile (Positive) / Chemical (Negative): Duties on import of synthetic yarn to be rationalized

which will be positive for textile players who import and consume this as a raw material.

Moreover, exporters have been reassured that their outstanding dues will be cleared. Whereas

this will be negative for local players that manufacture synthetic yarn such as chemical

companies (ICI and IBFL), resulting in lower sales.

 Fertilizer (Neutral): Increase in GST on fertilizer products to 10% from 2% at present indicates

that prices will have to be jacked up by PKR 181/bag of urea and PKR 863/bag of DAP. This will

be passed on, we view. In addition to this, input tax on natural gas and phosphoric acid has been

increased to 10% from 5%, which will be adjusted against output tax. Moreover, subsidy on

fertilizer plants has been set at PKR 15bn while subsidy on import of urea has been set at PKR

6bn, so as to ensure urea availability

 Autos (Negative): This budget is negative for the Automobile sector since advance tax has been

increased on +1,600cc cars, whereas advance tax on electric vehicles will now be subject to a

2% levy. Additionally, tax applicable on non filers purchasing electric vehicles will be increased by

100% to 200%. This will negative for automobile demand (INDU, HCAR, KIA and Hyundai) while

it will have no impact on players manufacturing smaller car (PSMC).

 OMCs (Negative): The government has increased petroleum levy collection target to PKR 750bn

(this translates into PDL of PKR 30/liter on average on petrol and diesel) compared to PKR

608bn FY22B (revised PKR 135bn), which will result in demand slowdown.

 Power (Neutral): Government has increased the subsidy for power to PKR 570bn for FY23 from

revised target of PKR 596bn for FY22.
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Budget Review FY23
Overall Take - Neutral

 Oil chain - Gas utilities and E&P companies (Positive): The government has reiterated that

gas prices will also be increased going forward, indicating a positive cash flow impact for gas

utilities and E&P companies. This will not only relieve E&P companies of existing financial strain

but also improve their payout ability.

 Pharmaceuticals (Positive): Government has announced exemption of custom duty on 300

active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) while industries manufacturing first aid bandages will no

longer be subjected to CD. Moreover, excipients/chemicals, life-saving drugs, diagnostic kits and

packing material used by the pharmaceutical sector has also been made tax exempt.

 Entertainment (Positive): The FY23 Budget has announced various concessions for the

entertainment industry. Machinery and equipment imported for use in films and dramas will be

exempted from CD for a period of 5 years. Moreover, sales tax and entertainment duties levied

on films and dramas will be removed. Export of films and drama’s to be given a tax rebate for 10

years. Distributors and producers of films and drama’s will no longer be required to pay 8% WHT.

Furthermore, new film makers, cinema houses and production houses shall be given a 5 year tax

holiday. Binding film finance fund to be set up (PKR 1bn). Moreover, medical insurance policy for

artists to be initiated.

 Tobacco (Neutral to negative): Cigarette manufacturers will be scrutinized under a track and

trace system so to avoid tax evasion, whereas further taxes will be imposed to augment revenue

generation from the sector to PKR 200bn (previously PKR 150bn).
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Budget Review FY23
Overall Take - Neutral

 Real estate (Negative): Untapped real estate and property sector will now be made part of the

tax net by virtue of: a. deemed rental income (assumed at 5% of the fair market value) to be

taxed at 1% for immovable property worth over PKR 25mn, b. capital gain tax to be levied on

immovable properties in the first year of holding period at 15%, and reduced by 2.5% per annum

over the next six years, and c. advance income tax on buying and selling of property to be

increased from 1% to 2% for filers and to 5% for non filers.
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